Abstract. This paper addresses the integration of several planning strategies as a way to cope with otherwise intractable search spaces in proof planning. It discusses why it is reasonable to employ several re nement strategies and shows that it can be even necessary in order to nd a proof plan at all. Motivated by our experiences in proof planning, the paper introduces new re nement strategies. Since choosing among strategies requires additional control some exemplary control knowledge that can be employed in proof planning is presented.
Introduction
Proof planning is planning in mathematical domains. Proof planning can be a particularly complex task with prohibitively large search spaces for which pure backward or forward planning cannot nd a solution. Consider, for instance, the following relatively simple example from algebra. Let the formula to be proved 1 f(x a) = x f(a) (1) and the proof assumptions, among others, f 2 (x Y ) = x f 2 (Y ); (2) f(f 1 (x)) = f 2 (x); (3) 9z(f 1 (z) = y): (4) Backward proof planning would try to nd an operator that reduces the goal (1) to simpler subgoals, e.g., by applying one of the assumptions. This attempt fails because none of the lhs or rhs of the assumptions matches the lhs or the rhs of (1) . A lemma had to be invented to enable such a goal reduction. The search space for a lemma is, however, potentially in nite. On the other hand, pure forward planning would yield a potentially in nite search space because the assumptions can be combined to implications, conjunctions, etc. to new derived assumptions rather arbitrarily. Hence forward planning has to be strongly directed by search ? This work was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, SFB 378 1 Actually, \formula" is simpli ed for sequent, see below. * denotes the multiplication function and f; f1; f2 other functions.
heuristics. The gap between (1) and the assumptions (2) , (3) , and (4) is, however, too large in order to apply any available directing heuristics. This is due to the fact that in order to close the gap, di erences would have to be enlarged and reduced subsequently. In summary, pure backward or forward re nement does not yield a proof plan for this example.
The intractable search in proof planning is just one reason to develop a multistrategy proof planner, however, the most important from a computational point of view. In addition, multi-strategy planning appears to be desirable (i) from a resource-adaptive planning point of view and (ii) from a cognitive modeling point of view:
i In order to adapt a planning process to, say, time resources for the planning itself, di erent planning strategies can be used dependent on the resources available. For instance, the expansion of an abstract operator is realized if there is enough time only. ii As for the cognitive adequacy of multistrategy proof planning, there is empirical evidence that people do use several strategies to solve problems.
Contribution of the Paper
In the following we shall show why proof planning needs to employ several renement strategies, and thereby we generalize combinations of, say, case-based planning and generative planning.
In order to cope with the search space we employ several re nement strategies in a multistrategy-planning framework that was introduced for a di erent purpose. Furthermore, the paper brie y introduces new re nement strategies that are needed in proof planning. This is done mainly to give an idea on how novel strategies can evolve. and provide rst suggestions for the control of strategy choices. We think that these new ideas can be bene cial for planning tasks in other realistic domains with large search spaces too.
Proof Planning
Proof planning as introduced by 3] uses operators that encapsulate mathematical methods, such as induction, diagonalization, refutation. The resulting proof plans are abstract representations of calculus proofs because the steps in a plan are more complex than calculus steps such as resolution.
In terms of AI-planning the basic approach to proof planning is essentially that of classical state-space planning in arti cial intelligence 5]. A proof planning state is a set of sequents `F 2 rather than literals, where is a set of predicate logic formulae and F is a formula. In the proof planner OMEGA 2], a planning state is a set of sequents 3 that is divided into open goals and assumptions. 2 meaning F is derivable from 3 In the following, sequents are abbreviated by their formula if is not particularly relevant or by a name such as L1.
A partial plan is a tuple (T; ; B; Aux), where T is a set of steps that are instantiated operators. T contains the start and finish step t 0 and t 1 ; is a partial order over T; B is a set of binding and prohibited binding constraints on variables; The auxiliary constraints Aux are Contiguity constraints (t i / t j ) between two steps that demands that no step intervene between t i and t j and Abstraction constraints represented by abs(g i ; g j ) for goals/assumptions g i ; g j . The abstraction constraints express that g j is an abstraction of g i .
A proof planning problem is de ned by an initial state speci ed by the proof assumptions, the open goal g given by the theorem to be proved, and a set of operators. As usual, a proof planning problem de nes a rst partial plan 0 with T = ft 0 ; t 1 g and t 0 t 1 , where t 0 provides the assumptions and t 1 satis es g.
Partial plans can be re ned by re nement strategies 4 Eventually, planning and recursive expansion of operators yield a calculus-level proof, e.g., a Natural Deduction (ND)-proof. In OMEGA, operators are data structures with the slots premises and conclusions, application-conditions, and proof schema. Premises are (annotated) sequents that are used by an operator to logically derive the conclusions, and conclusions are (annotated) sequents which the operator is designed to prove.
Roughly, the annotations indicate the dynamic planning behavior of the operator. When an instantiated operator is applied, a conclusion is deleted from the state as a goal, a premise is added as a new subgoal, a premise is deleted as an assumption, and a conclusion is added as an assumption. For instance, when the step ApplyEquation( ; F; rhs; lhs) is introduced into a partial plan, the goal L2 is replaced by a subgoal L1 if an equational assumption (L0) from the planning state can be used to rewrite L2, i.e., if there is a substitution that uni es one side of the equation with a term t 2 in L2. The tactic equ in the 4 We do not formally de ne re nement strategies here because this distracts from the main purpose of the paper and needs more space. For a de nition see 9].
line-justi cation of L2 applies the calculus rules necessary to derive the formula F(t 2 ) from F(t 1 ).
operator: ApplyEquation( ; F; rhs; lhs) premises L0, L1 conclusions L2
appl-cond 9 (t 1 = (lhs) & t 2 = (rhs)) proof schema
`F (t2) (equ;L0,L1)
Compared with AI-planning proof planning is di cult because typically the search space is large or even potentially in nite which is due to the following facts:
1. Typically, the solutions are deep. 2. A potentially in nite branching of the search space can occur for the instantiation of existentially quanti ed variables. 3. A potentially in nite branching of the search space can occur when searching for a lemma to be invented. In principle, this search cannot be avoided because the cut rule, i.e., the backwardly applied rule ?;B`A ?`B
?`A ; is not avoidable in general, and in nitely many lemmata B can exist. For a theoretical analysis see 12]. As mentioned above, proof planning in OMEGA originally employed the strategies backward state-space (BSS), forward state-space (FSS), expansion of operators (HTN), and precondition abstraction (PA) with a x control. There are at least two reasons for improvement. First, these re nement strategies turn out to be insu cient for many even relatively simple problems, e.g., the problem sketched in the introduction. Secondly, a reasonable decision on which re nement to choose may well depend on the time resources available for the planning or on the particular domain rather than being xed in the planner. Hence, below we describe a framework for planning with multiple strategies that allows for a more exible control and then we de ne new re nement strategies. First, however, let's motivate these strategies by returning to the introductory example.
Example, continued
Recall the situation in which the planning state consists of the goal (1) and the assumptions (2), (3), and (4). Since the gap between the goal and the assumptions is too big for a lemma speculation, a possible strategy is to search for an intermediate state and the island step that yields this state, i.e., a step that is not yet connected to other steps in the plan by precondition satisfaction. Introducing an island step into the partial plan and in particular knowing its associated intermediate state, reduces the search space because the problem is reduced to two subproblems as described in 11]. Moreover, the smaller gaps may provide enough information for determining a lemma or at least a schematic version of a lemma 5 whose meta-variables can be instantiated in due course. In the following we exemplify strategies that are based on a proper language abstraction of the goal and assumptions and yield island steps and intermediate states:
>From an abstract point of view, the goal (1): f( x a) = x f(a) requires to move the expression in the box from a position wrt. f(a) to another position wrt. f(a). An abstraction abs of the goal that captures this situation is @(x @) = x @;
where @ stands for any expression. Similarly, applying the same kind of abstraction to the assumption (2) yields abs(2) : @(x @) = x @. That is, the abstract problem has the goal (5) and the assumptions abs(2), abs(3), and abs(4). In order to satisfy the goal (5) the abstract step ApplyEquation(abs (2)) is introduced. This yields the abstract precondition @(x @) = @(x @) which is an instantiation of z = z and can therefore be reduced to true by the step Elementary. true is satis ed in any proof planning state, so there is no open goal anymore. A section on control describes knowledge as to why this particular abstraction is chosen.
The lhs of Figure 1 depicts the described situation. Rectangles represent steps of the plan, e.g. s a for ApplyEquation(abs (2)), and ovals indicate goals/assumptions. abs(g) denotes the abstraction of the goal g and therefore an abstraction relation abs(g; abs(g)), depicted by a dashed line, holds between g and abs(g). Abstracting the language of the current problem and continuing by planning at the abstract level is called abstract-planning. The rhs of Figure 1 depicts a re nement strategy, called island-re nement, that takes the abstract steps and goals and maps them back to the ground level. This island re nement produces island steps at the ground level. In the example, the step s a , ApplyEquation(abs(2)), is mapped to the island step s which is ApplyEquation(2). The abstract step Elementary is mapped back to an Elementary step at the ground level. For each of the island steps pre-and postconditions are computed, some with meta-variables.
In other words, by abstract planning and island re nement we nd that at some point ApplyEquation (2) and Elementary 
for a meta-variable F 0 . 7 That is, now the ground-level plan contains a gap between the goal (1) and (6). This gap constitutes the subproblem sub 1 which can be solved by FSS that is guided by a di erence reduction heuristics described in the control section and that prefers the step ApplyEquation(3) from (6). This step yields the new assumption F 0 = x f(f 1 (Y )).
The planning for the subproblem sub 1 can be completed by instantiating the meta-variable F 0 to f(x a) and by a step ReplaceTerm that replaces f 1 (Y ) by a and that speculates the lemma 9Y:f 1 (Y ) = a which can be proved from (4).
Similarly, the subproblem sub 2 can be solved.
The example has shown the necessity to combine di erent strategies to solve the given problem. It has illustrated abstract planning and island re nement.
Realizing Multiple-Strategy Proof Planning
In order to exibly control the choices of strategies, we use a planner that can call di erent re nement strategies. This is similar to the framework in 9] that was developed for a di erent purpose. All strategies re ne one and the same proof plan data structure 2] in OMEGA. Table 1 shows the top-level procedure of the planner. Termination check is as usual. A strategy is selected according to the control knowledge. The controlknowledge is represented by control-rules in OMEGA. The selected strategy re nes the partial plan . Case-based re nement is realized in OMEGA by analogy-driven proof plan construction 13].
A multi-strategy planner may have re nement strategies of di erent granularity and completeness at its disposal. For instance, FSS and BSS introduce single steps into a partial plan, whereas HTN and CBP introduce whole subplans. Theoretically, some of the strategies may be complete while others are not. Practically, however, such a distinction does not really matter in planning 6 The precondition is simpli ed because the lhs really is F0(x F2) for meta-variables F0; F2 because of the corresponding abstract precondition p. Note that a multi-strategy-planning that has the strategy CBP at its disposal is a generalization of case-based planning approaches that combine case-based and generative planning, e.g. 20, 7] . These approaches use the x control that rst case-based planning is chosen and then the remaining open subgoals are closed by generative planning.
The new strategies abstract-re nement and island-re nement are described in the following. Table 2 provides an outline of abstract-re nement for a partial plan . In this strategy, the construction of an abstracted problem P abs involves abstracting a goal g, the assumptions of the current problem, and the operators by an abstraction mapping abs. This construction yields the abstract problem P abs and an Abstraction constraint abs(g; abs(g)). Then PLAN calls the planner for P abs with the abstracted operators. insert involves at least adding to the constraints and steps of the partial plan abs .
New Strategies
Recall the example, where the goal (1) is picked and abstracted to (5) . The abstracted problem P abs has an initial state that includes the goal (5) and the abstracted proof assumptions abs(2) etc. Planning for P abs inserts the steps ApplyEquation(abs (2)) and Elementary. insert adds the auxiliary constraints abs( (1), (5)), (ApplyEquation(abs(2)) / t), (Elementary / ApplyEquation(abs (2)), and the order constraint (Elementary t) into for the ground step t whose postcondition is g.
Algorithm abstract-re nement( )/* Returns re nements of */ Parameters: insert procedure for re ning by inserting the abstract plan. Goal selection: Pick a goal g. (Not a backtrack point.) Abstraction: Choose abstraction mapping abs and construct the abstract problem P abs with goal(P abs ) = abs(g) and assumptions(P abs ) = abs(assumptions). (Backtrack point.) PLAN( abs ) for P abs . Insertion insert abs and auxiliary Abstraction constraint into . Table 2 . Backward Abstract-Re nement The abstract steps introduced by abstract-re nement have to be re ned by island-re nement in order to obtain a plan consisting of ground steps. Islandre nement replaces an abstract step s a by a ground step s and abstract goals/assumptions by ground goals/assumptions. Thereby it computes a subproblem that yields an approximate intermediate state. Approximate means the goals and assumptions may contain meta-variables.
For the abstract step s a a mapping mb is chosen that maps s a to a groundlevel operator s such that mb(post(s a )) = g for an open ground goal g. mb also maps goals and assumptions. Even though mb is restricted by the requirement mb(post(s a )) = g, in general di erent mappings mb are possible. Therefore the search for mb is reduced by allowing for meta-variables for terms and formulas in goals (e.g., F 0 ). Thereby binding decisions are postponed.
Algorithm island-re nement( )/* Returns re nements of */ Parameters: introduce-subproblem procedure
Step selection: Pick abstract step sa for which abs Intermediate state construction: introduce-subproblem de nes a problem P sub with the goal g and assumptions post(s) and computes an approximate intermediate state. Table 3 . Island-Re nement For island-re nement in the rhs of Figure 1 the abstract step s a is picked. The dotted line indicates the mapping back of the step s a . The ground step s is introduced into the plan , s a / t is replaced by s t. For pre(s) = fpg, the auxiliary constraint abs(g 2 ; p) is introduced.
Control Knowledge in Proof Planning
In OMEGA, the planning is controlled by the interpretation of control rules similar to those in Prodigy 14] . Control-rules contain meta-predicates that can describe the planning history, the state, resources, constraints. Currently, we distinguish the following classes of control-rules that correspond to di erent kinds of decisions of the planner.
{ strategy { operator { goal { abstraction { mapping-back In order to give an idea of what the control knowledge looks like, we verbally describe some control-rules. Note that our work on devising strategy control-rules is just a beginning. Currently we investigate the learning of such control-rules.
In what follows, we present control-rules applicable to a class of problems that includes the example. { If the current goal (essentially) is an equational formula, where the lhs and rhs di er in the position of a common expression only, then prefer an abstraction of the parts of the formula that do not belong to this expression. In the example, the original f(a) that does not belong to the common expression x is abstracted.
{ If the current goal (essentially) is an equational formula and if the lhs and rhs di er in the occurring function symbols, then prefer the abstraction to maximal symbol multisets described in 1]. This abstraction takes the multisets of symbols occurring in a formula and removes those symbols that de ne others.
In subproblem sub 1 in the example, f 2 is a maximal symbol in (6) and f is a maximal symbol in (1) . The multisets of maximal symbols in the goal (1) and in the assumption (6) are ff; g and ff 2 ; g, respectively. The next operator control-rule that aims at di erence reduction uses this abstraction to decide which step to introduce by FSS on (6). operator control knowledge: A control-rule applicable in FSS requires: If the goal is (essentially) equational and if the goal and an assumption have the maximal-symbol-multisets S g and S a , respectively, then prefer ApplyEquation(e) for an equation e that introduces a (large) subset of S g n S a or removes a (large) subset of S a n S g . For instance, in FSS planning for subproblem sub 1 with the assumption (6) and goal (1), ApplyEquation(3) \removes" f 2 from the assumption and \introduces" f.
Evaluation and Conclusion
Our evaluation is a qualitative one rather than quantitative Because of a potentially in nite search space the default BSS proof planning may fail to nd a plan. Hence, the availability and integration of several re nement strategies primarily is a question of solvability rather than of run time. A qualitative evaluation shows that planning with multiple strategies is useful because problems can be solved in that way that cannot be solved otherwise. Preliminary quantitative results show that multiple-strategy proof planning has quite some impact on the number of solvable problems. Run time experiments would not make much sense.
Apart from the reduction of the search space, the integration of several planning strategies in one framework naturally allows for a exible integration of user interaction and of case-based planning too. Moreover, the framework helps to explicate, where which kind of control knowledge is needed. Allowing for a exible use of di erent re nement strategies adds a choice point to the general planning algorithm. This requires control knowledge on when to choose which strategy in addition to the control knowledge used within the re nement strategies. For proof planning we have presented some exemplary control knowledge.
The problem of potentially in nite search spaces exists beyond proof planning. Therefore, the need of and our approach to multi-strategy planning is applicable and useful for other realistic planning domains as well.
Related Work
Our work builds on ideas from planning, problem solving, and theorem proving. In planning, a unifying general planning framework was introduced by 8, 9] in order to compare and evaluate di erent strategies that are the basis for di erent planners. 18] empirically substantiated the need for di erent search heuristics in BSS for e cient planning in di erent domains. 4] argue for combining HTN and operator-based planning strategies for representational reasons.
While our approach to island-re nement is based on a proper language abstraction of the goal and assumptions, island search does not necessarily involve abstraction, see e.g., 16] on stepping stones.
There is a variety of approaches to abstraction. Problem abstraction to guide problem solving and planning has, for instance, been addressed in 17, 6, 10] . More speci cally, abstraction in theorem proving is addressed, e.g., in Plaisted's classical paper 15]; Hutter and Autexier 1] propose concrete abstractions for equational theorem proving, e.g., maximal symbols multiset used in our example above.
